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Can you people at City Hall just once use your common sense. Gas stations have not got enough space to 
have car charging stations. It feels like children are running City Hall or people who are coming up with 
anything to desperately try to justify their jobs. Enough with the "Climate Emergency Action Plans". Electric 
vehicles are not good for the environment, the batteries use precious metals and you have nowhere, nothing 
set up to dump dead batteries. Look at Michael Moore's documentary called Planet of the Humans, it's about 
electric cars. This City Hall MUST stop doing things that are not its mandate. Fix the pot holes in the roads and 
fix the broken sidewalks if you want to do something. You talk out of both side of your mouth -- on one hand 
you want to reduce gas run cars and on the other hand you want to build 20 to 40 storey concrete buildings 
that are the worst polluters imaginable. A persons head just spins at the way you try to manage this City. 
You're not doing a good job of it. GET NTO YOUR OWN LANE and keep the infrastructure working for a 
change!! Stop fussing with things that are not your mandate and are the mandate of the Federal and 
Provincial governments, they do climate change and social issues !!! Just in case you've forgotten what tasks 
you need to do, below is your list from the City website (of course you'll have to delete this off the website now 
that someone has brought it to your attention) The City of Vancouver is governed by the Vancouver Charter 
and has the power to: ' Pass bylaws regulating such things as businesses, building, noise, and land use ' Buy 
and sell property ' Collect property taxes and other taxes ' Approve major spending for all parts of the City 
government ' Take on debt ' Allocate funds for special activities, such as arts and community services ' Set up 
departments and offices for City services ' Hire staff for City departments and offices I don't mean to be pushy 
BUT 'Lord' someone has to shake you people out of your dream world and try to get you to use some common 
sense....
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